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To fully harness the enormous potential offered by interfaces between graphitic nanostructures and biomolecules, detailed con-
nections between adsorbed conformations and adsorption behaviour are needed. To elucidate these links, a key approach, in
partnership with experimental techniques, is molecular simulation. For this, a force-field (FF) that can appropriately capture
the relevant physics and chemistry of these complex bio-interfaces, while allowing extensive conformational sampling, and also
supporting inter-operability with known biological FFs, is a pivotal requirement. Here, we present and apply such a force-field,
GRAPPA, designed to work with the CHARMM FF. GRAPPA is an efficiently implemented polarisable force-field, informed by
extensive plane-wave DFT calculations using the revPBE-vdW-DF functional. GRAPPA adequately recovers the spatial and ori-
entational structuring of the aqueous interface of graphene and carbon nanotubes, compared with more sophisticated approaches.
We apply GRAPPA to determine the free energy of adsorption for a range of amino acids, identifying Trp, Tyr and Arg to have the
strongest binding affinity and Asp to be a weak binder. The GRAPPA FF can be readily incorporated into mainstream simulation
packages, and will enable large-scale polarisable biointerfacial simulations at graphitic interfaces, that will aid the development
of biomolecule-mediated, solution-based graphene processing and self-assembly strategies.

Introduction

Graphitic-nanostuctures, particularly graphene and carbon-
nanotubes (CNTs), are promising candidates for wide-ranging
applications, e.g. in biomedical applications,1,2 biological
imaging,3 desalination4 and biochemical sensors.5–7 In par-
ticular, prediction and control of physico-chemical proper-
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ties at the interface between biomolecules and graphene, in
an aqueous environment, is pivotal to realising the full po-
tential of such applications. Additionally, advances in elec-
tronic applications, where the doping behaviour of graphene
can be modulated via the non-covalent adsorption of peptides,
could be progressed via a deeper understanding of the struc-
ture/property relationships of this bio-interface8,9. Further-
more, development of non-biological graphene-based appli-
cations, such as in energy, which could profit from solution-
based, biomolecule-mediated processing and self-organisation
strategies, could also stand to benefit from predictable control
of the aqueous bio-graphitic interface at the molecular level.
Despite the prospect of these considerable gains, realisation
of such predictable control over the structures of, and thus the
properties delivered by, graphitic bio-interfaces is currently a
challenging task. In partnership with experimental character-
isation, molecular simulation offers a potential route to eluci-
dating the molecular-level details needed to enable the design
of next-generation biomolecules that possess such predictable
bio-interfacial properties.

The adsorption of identified and/or selected graphitic-
binding peptides at aqueous graphitic interfaces has been in-
vestigated experimentally,9–18 with the identification of pep-
tide sequences found to selectively bind to either the basal
plane, or edges, of graphene flakes,16,18, and to selectively
bind to CNTs over planar graphite.10 Direct observations
of binding affinities (in terms of adsorption constants) for
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these graphitic bio-interfaces have not yet been reported; nor
has direct determination of the structure(s) of these pep-
tide sequences when adsorbed at the aqueous graphitic inter-
face. While direct structure observations of the dried pep-
tide/graphitic interface have been reported, e.g. see Ref19, it
is currently not well understood how the results from the dry-
ing process differ from the interfacial peptide conformations
in solution. Reports of indirect observation of peptide con-
formation changes upon adsorption at the aqueous graphitic
interface, e.g. via circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy are
more commonplace–see e.g. Refs8,20,21. However, it is the
combination of the peptide binding affinities, and their cor-
responding structures that, when correlated22, can facilitate
clear elucidation of the interplay thought to exist between pep-
tide sequence, its adsorbed structure, and the resulting binding
behaviour.23,24

Such elucidation can be guided via molecular simulations.
In the absence of definitive experimental amino acid (AA) ad-
sorption data, the adsorption of AAs at the aqueous graphitic
interface have been investigated computationally.25,26 Two re-
cent theoretical studies reported calculations of the adsorp-
tion enthalpies of the different amino acids on graphene sur-
faces under aqueous conditions,25,26 however, in both cases
the force-fields (FFs) used (TEAM26 and AMBER ff99SB25),
modelled the graphene sheet as non-polarisable, meaning they
may not fully capture the graphene-water/biomolecule inter-
action. In graphitic-nanostuctures, polarisability is likely to
play an influential role (see below), especially given the num-
ber of AAs that carry an overall charge at a pH of 7. In addi-
tion, neither FF was tailored specifically for modelling aque-
ous biomolecular-graphitic interfaces.

Understanding the adsorption behaviour at the level of the
AAs can provide a useful benchmark for interpreting both
simulation and experimental data relating to peptide adsorp-
tion. However, due to the interplay between peptide se-
quence, structure and binding, the connections between amino
acid adsorption and residue adsorption are not always clear.
In this regard, simulations of peptide adsorption are neces-
sary. The adsorption of graphitic-binding peptides at aqueous
graphitic interfaces have been previously investigated com-
putationally.9,11,16,17,23,25–32 By elucidating the behaviour of
peptides on graphitic-nanostructures, molecular simulation
can aid the development of new peptide species that show
controllable and predictable binding strengths and structures.
Moreover, the spatial and orientational structuring of the sol-
vent is thought to play an integral role in the adsorption be-
haviour of peptides at inorganic interfaces24,33, and thus any
reasonable graphitic/water force-field must be able to capture
this structuring adequately. FF based simulations of the in-
terface between liquid water and graphene/graphite34–42 —
see also Ref43 and references therein—and, carbon-nanotubes
(CNTs) with water—see Ref44 and references therein—have

been reported previously some detail. While there is general
agreement between the simulations in places (e.g. the position
of the peaks in the water density profile) other characteristics
are less settled. One considerable point of disagreement is the
contact angle of water droplets on graphite; see Ref41 and ref-
erences therein for a detailed commentary on these studies.

One factor many (but not all) of these past simulations
(of water, AAs, and peptides at graphitic interfaces) have in
common is the use of a force-field that describes the inter-
face between the graphitic surface and the adsorbates (includ-
ing liquid water) solely in terms of van der Waals (vdW)
interactions—in other words, neglecting polarisation effects.
A number of previous reports have assessed the contribution
of explicit polarisation in the FFs used to model the inter-
faces of graphitic-nanostructures with either peptides or wa-
ter.23,29,39,45–49 Zhao and Johnson derived a FF that incorpo-
rated polarisability via atomic quadrupoles on graphite and
water,46 reporting that the polarisation contribution was sig-
nificant for polar fluids such as water. The extension of the
polarisable AMOEBAPRO force-field to graphitic nanostruc-
tures23 also identified polarisation as an essential contribution
to the interaction energy of charged species. More recently,
a study by Ho and Striolo39 found that including an explicit
description of polarisablity in a FF enhanced the number of
water molecules with an O-H bond orientated towards the sur-
face. In determining the adsorption energies of ions with a
graphene surface in vacuo, Schyman and Jorgensen reported
that the inclusion of polarisation was essential to get good
agreement with the adsoption energies calculated using first
principles methods.49

Therefore, one of the chief challenges inherent to simula-
tion of aqueous graphitic bio-interfaces is the identification of
a FF that can describe both the graphitic-water and graphitic-
peptide interactions appropriately, while at the same time be
sufficiently computationally inexpensive to permit the simu-
lation over appropriate time- and length-scales, in addition
to being compatible with commonly-used biomolecule FFs.
In this sense, the non-polarisable interfacial force-fields in
common usage may neglect important contributions, while
on the other hand, the currently available polarisable force-
fields either suffer from much greater computational expense,
and/or are not harmonised with widely-used biomolecule
force-fields, such as AMBER or CHARMM. Here, we con-
struct an economical polarisable interfacial force-field, de-
signed to work in partnership with the CHARMM FF, in-
formed by in vacuo first-principles (FP) calculations.

Recent reports of quantum-chemistry-based investigations
of the non-covalent interaction of various small molecules,
especially water, with graphtitic carbon-nanostuctures are ex-
tensive .49–66 Such weak interactions can be challenging to
capture via electronic structure theory. In many of these
studies the graphene sheet was approximated by arene rings
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(e.g. benzene, coronene); however, the delocalised states at
the surface will not be captured, and edge effects may be
present. An alternative to post Hartree-Fock approaches is
to use periodic density functional theory (DFT) to model in-
finite, planar graphene surfaces. However, traditional DFT
functionals based on the generalised gradient approximation
(GGA) cannot recover the dispersion contribution to the in-
teraction energy, at mid- to long-range separations, limiting
their applicability.67 More recently, new functionals, involv-
ing nonlocal contributions to the correlation functional,68,69

such as the vdW-DF family of functionals, have improved
the performance of DFT in this regard. Such functionals
have shown promising results in determining the weak interac-
tions of small molecules on metal surfaces70–73 as well as on
graphene.61,63 Previously, we have successfully used revPBE-
vdW-DF to calculate the non-covalent adsorption of small or-
ganic molecules (relevant to peptides) onto gold and silver
surfaces, for the parametrisation of the classical AgP/GolP-
CHARMM force-fields.71,73,74 In these FFs, the metal atoms
were fixed in place, while a rigid-rod dipole approach is
used to efficiently capture the polarisability of such sys-
tems.75 While still only recently developed, the initial re-
sults from simulations using these FFs appear promising.22,73

Thus, we have taken a similar approach here in developing our
graphitic/water/peptide FF, GRAPPA.

The validation of any FF is a long term process, necessi-
tating use of the FF to model many different systems against
which relevant experimental data are available. Unfortunately,
for the aqueous graphitic bio-interface, there is a lack of di-
rect experimental data for such purposes. However, as an
initial validation procedure, the structure of the interface of
graphitic systems with water was investigated using GRAPPA.
In this instance there are FP simulation data available for both
graphene/water and CNT/water interfaces.76–78 For compar-
ison, we have modelled these two types of systems using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the GRAPPA FF,
employing set-ups closely matched to these FP simulations. In
addition, in light of the known drawbacks of FP simulations
for these systems, we also tested GRAPPA against a more ex-
pensive polarisable FF, by conducting validation simulations
using the AMOEBAPRO FF.27,79–81 Following this, we then
applied GRAPPA in meta-dynamics simulations,82 to calcu-
late the free energy of adsorption of a range of representative
AAs at the aqueous graphene interface, and predict their likely
conformations when adsorbed at this interface. In summary,
the performance of GRAPPA, alongside its efficient imple-
mentation in a mainstream MD simulation package in part-
nership with the CHARMM FF, will enable large-scale simu-
lations of aqueous graphitic bio-interface while incorporating
polarisation effects.

Methods

DFT calculations

All DFT calculations were performed using the Quantum
Espresso code (version 5.0.1),83 with ultrasoft pseudopoten-
tials84 generated from scalar relativistic calculations. Ini-
tial tests compared the results obtained using four different
exchange-correlation functionals: revPBE-vdW-DF,68 vdW-
DF2,85,86 optB88-vdW-DF87 and vdW-DF-C09.88 On the ba-
sis of these data, we identifed the revPBE-vdW-DF func-
tional as the most appropriate to calculate the adsorption ener-
gies/separation distances for the full set of 24 molecules (sum-
marised in Table S1, ESI†) that were used as amino acid ana-
logues.

The binding energies of the molecules were determined
from

Eads = EGra-mol �EGra �Emol (1)

where EGra-mol, EGra and Emol are the potential energies of:
the system with the molecule adsorbed to the graphene sur-
face, the graphene sheet, and, the molecule in vacuum, respec-
tively. All systems were geometry-optimised, prior to single-
point calculations, used to determine the final energy of the
systems.

Plane-wave DFT calculations were carried out on a 4⇥ 4
supercell, except for hexane, ethyl acetate, indole and diethyl
sulphide where a 6⇥6 supercell was used. The experimentally
determined C-C bond length of 1.42 Å was used to construct
the supercells. The cut-offs for the plane-wave kinetic ener-
gies and electron densities were 40 and 340 Ry, respectively.

All systems had periodic boundary conditions applied in all
three dimensions, and were constructed such that along the z-
axis the molecule was separated from the periodic image of
the graphene sheet by a distance of ⇠16 Å during the geom-
etry optimisation and ⇠20 Å for the single point calculations.
A k-point mesh of 4⇥ 4⇥ 1 was used for the geometry op-
timisations and an 8⇥ 8⇥ 1 mesh used for the single-point
calculations. A force convergence criterion of 0.001 Ry/Å
was applied for the geometry optimisations and the forces
were checked during the single point calculations to ensure
this threshold was not exceeded.

The initial configurations of the molecules were either taken
from previous theoretical studies,56,64 and/or used the opti-
mised configuration of a similar molecule as a starting point.
All molecules were optimised from multiple initial configura-
tions.

In vacuo force-field parameter fitting

As found in related FFs such as GolP-CHARMM and AgP-
CHARMM71,73, each substrate carbon atom in GRAPPA pos-
sessed a rigid-rod dipole. A full description of the details of
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the GRAPPA FF is given in the ESI†. The CHARMM22*
FF89,90 was used to model the amino acid analogue molecules.
To determine how well GRAPPA reproduced the Eads result-
ing from our DFT calculations, the full set of the twenty four
analogue molecules was divided into a fitting set and a valida-
tion set. The parameters for GRAPPA were fitted against the
energies and geometries of the molecules in the fitting set, and
the FF results for the validation set were then tested against our
DFT findings. Each set contained species featuring different
functional groups: alkanes, alkenes, oxygen-, nitrogen- and
sulphur- containing species. In addition, where possible, the
types of molecules were further distinguished (i.e. hydroxyl
oxygen and carbonyl oxygen) and an example of each was
placed in both sets. The full details of the in vacuo FF simula-
tions are given in the ESI†. The FF gromacs files are available
from the authors upon request.

Evaluation of Polarisation Effects

Here, we have carried out interaction energy calculations both
with and without the graphene carbon polarisation contribu-
tion, to evaluate image-charge contributions in our systems.
We considered co-adsorption of the capped amino acid Arg
(with +1 charge on the side-chain) and a Cl� ion adsorbed
at the graphene surface in vacuo. We also considered co-
adsorption of the capped amino acid Asp (with -1 charge on
the side-chain) and a Na+ ion adsorbed at the graphene sur-
face in vacuo. We found that the polarisation contribution in
both cases was substantial, e.g. amounting to ⇠65 kJ mol�1

for Arg, which was ⇠40 % of the total interaction energy cal-
culated using polarization. A similar result was found for ad-
sorption of Asp. Full details of these calculations are given in
the ESI† Section ‘Polarisation Contribution Tests’.

GRAPPA MD simulations

The MD simulations of the water-graphene interfaces, the wa-
ter within the carbon nanotubes and the adsorption of amino
acids with the aqueous graphene interface were performed us-
ing GROMACS version 4.5.5.91 The PLUMED plugin92 was
used to apply the well-tempered meta-dynamics approach82

for the amino acid adsorption simulations. The CHARMM-
modified version of the TIP3P93,94 water model was used for
the water molecules and the CHARMM22* FF parameters
used for the amino acids89,90. For these simulations a time-
step of 1 fs was used with the LJ non-bonded interactions
switched off between 10.0 and 11.0 Å and a cut-off of 13.0
Å used for the PME summation.

The simulation of the graphene-water interface was tested
using three different system setups shown in Figure S1. In
System 1, two single layers of graphene, 49.19 ⇥ 42.60 Å,
were separated by 48 Å of water (3166 molecules) and 32

Å of vacuum, thus ensuring that any water-water interaction
through the graphene sheet is reduced to a minimum. In Sys-
tem 2, a single layer of graphene was solvated in a box of
3166 water molecules, with the cell dimensions measuring
49.19⇥42.60⇥48.2 Å. In System 3, three layers of graphene
are stacked on top of each other (in the ABA configuration)
to model a graphite slab, and solvated in a box of 2918 wa-
ter molecules (44.27⇥38.34⇥61.00 Å). For each system the
length of the periodic cell along the z axis (i.e. the distance be-
tween the graphene sheets) was altered such that the density of
water was equal to that obtained from a box of modified TIP3P
water simulated at 300 K and 1 atm. Following this, produc-
tion runs of 20 ns duration were performed in the Canonical
(NVT) ensemble with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat95 used to
maintain the temperature at 300K.

For the simulations of water molecules within (14⇥0) and
(19⇥0) CNTs, we followed the set-up from existing FP simu-
lations. Nanotubes of length 51.112 Å were used. The (14⇥0)
CNT contained 67 water molecules and the (19⇥0) CNT 130
water molecules. These systems were simulated for 20 ns at
300 K in the Canonical ensemble, with the temperature main-
tained via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat.

The adsorption free energy of six different AAs—Ala, Arg,
Asp, Gly, HisA (the nonprotonated form of histidine), Phe,
Trp and Tyr—at the aqueous graphene interface was also cal-
culated. These AAs were chosen as they cover the range
of different amino acid types (i.e positively charged, nega-
tively charged, polar uncharged, apolar aliphatic and apolar
aromatic). In addition, there is a lack of agreement in the
literature regarding the relative ordering of the aromatic AA
adsorption energies (in the absence of definitive experimen-
tal data). Therefore, we have calculated DGads for all four
aromatic species. The L-chiral forms of the amino acids were
modelled with the amino acids capped by acetyl and N-methyl
groups at the N- and C-termini, respectively. The AAs were
modelled according to their protonation state at pH 7 with ei-
ther a Na+ or Cl� used as a counterion to ensure overall charge
neutrality where necessary. Each system contained 2325 wa-
ter molecules, between two graphene sheets 44.27⇥ 38.34 Å
separated by 44 Å water and 36 Å of vacuum.

The free-energy of adsorption of the amino acids at the
aqueous graphene interfaces was calculated using the well-
tempered meta-dynamics approach82. All of these simulations
were carried out in the Canonical (NVT) ensemble at a temper-
ature of 300 K, using the simulation details as already speci-
fied. The bias was applied on the position of the centre of mass
of each amino acid along the z-axis (i.e. the direction perpen-
dicular to the graphene surface). Gaussians of 0.5 Å width
were deposited every 1 ps for a total simulations time of 100
ns per AA, and the initial Gaussian height was set to 0.15 kJ
mol�1. A well-tempered meta-dynamics bias factor of 10 was
used. The zero-point of the free-energy was calculated as the
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Table 1 Adsorption energies, Eads, and separation distances, dsep, of the various analogue molecules and the graphene surface determined
from both our DFT (revPBE-vdW-DF) calculations and the GRAPPA force-field.

Molecule Eads / kJ mol�1 dsep / Å Set
Ref. DFT GRAPPA Ref. DFT GRAPPA

Methane -13.5a -16.6 -13.3 3.31a 3.53 3.30 Fitting
Ethane -20.8a -23.7 -22.6 3.44a 3.69 3.47 Fitting
Hexane -51.0b -56.6 -53.6 3.78 3.51 Fitting
Benzene -43.1a, -48.2c -46.9 -47.0 3.30a 3.59 3.32 Fitting
Toluene -56.5b -57.6 -55.7 3.60 3.33 Validation
Ethene -20.2a -22.6 -17.4 3.24a 3.52 3.35 -
Water -13.5a -13.2 -13.3 3.19a 3.51 3.20 Fitting
Ethanol -30.5b -29.9 -29.3 3.33 3.11 Validation
Acetone -34.3b -37.4 -33.1 3.28 3.03 Validation
Ammonia -13.4a -13.4 -15.7 3.31a 3.65 3.29 -
a DFT/CC calculation56; b Experimental 64; c Experimental 96.

average free-energy at a distance greater than 15.0 Å from the
surfaces. The uncertainty was determined from the difference
between the final free-energy and the average free-energy over
the last 5 ns of simulation.

AMEOBAPRO simulations

MD simulations of the aqueous graphite interface, and wa-
ter molecules within a (14⇥ 0) CNT, were performed using
an extension of the AMOEBAPRO27,79–81 FF using the TIN-
KER code.97 The AMOEBAPRO FF describes electrostatics
via the distributed multipole approximation,98,99 up to and in-
cluding quadrupoles, and by inclusion of atom-based polar-
isabilities. Therefore, the description of the aqueous inter-
face using AMOEBAPRO should be of a high quality, al-
lowing the performance of the more approximate, but sig-
nificantly cheaper, GRAPPA FF to be evaluated. Full de-
tails of the AMEOBAPRO simulations are given in section
“AMEOBAPRO Simulation Details” in the ESI†.

Results and discussion

Reference DFT calculations

To identify the most appropriate functional for determining the
graphene adsorption energies (and distances/geometries) for
our full set of adsorbate molecules, four different functionals
were tested against a set of 13 molecules, for which reference
data in the form of the results of coupled-cluster (DFT/CC)
calculations56 and/or experimental data64,96 were available.
The full results of these tests are detailed in the ESI†, in the
section “Testing of the DFT Functionals”, as well as in Tables
S2-S3 and Figure S2. We ultimately found the revPBE-vdW-
DF functional gave the lowest RMSD over the energies of the
reference set. Thus we used the revPBE-vdW-DF functional
in our subsequent calculations.

The adsorption energies, Eads, and separation distances,
dsep with the revPBE-vdW-DF functional for those molecules
which have a reference value are given in Table 1. Eads and
dsep for the full set of analogue molecules are given in Table
S1. The minimum energy configuration of each molecule is
shown in Figures S3-5 in the ESI†.

In the case of water there are two low-energy configura-
tions, which have either one or both H atoms pointed towards
a carbon atom (denoted one-leg and two-leg, respectively), see
Figure S3(a) and (b) in the ESI†. DFT/CC calculations of wa-
ter on graphene56,60 have shown the two-leg configuration to
be lower in energy, which agrees with most studies of water
on arene rings53–55,57. However, one study of water on dode-
cabenzocoronene (DBC) using the CCSD(T) level of theory
(with cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets for graphene and
water, respectively) reported the one-leg configuration to be
lower in energy.62

Our periodic DFT calculations on planar graphene give the
adsorption energies for the one- and two-leg configurations as
-13.4 and -13.2 kJ mol�1, respectively. Such a small energy
difference means that the question is not of direct importance
to the present study where our aim is to enable simulations of
the aqueous bio-interface with graphene and CNTs at ambient
temperatures. The corresponding AMEOBAPRO adsorption
energy of water on graphene was calculated here to be �14.3
kJ mol�1, with the two-leg configuration of water found to be
the lowest in energy.

The results for methane warrant further discussion, where
most previous studies have calculated the most favourable ad-
sorption site above the ring centre, with three hydrogen atoms
directed towards the surface.56,61,66 Our calculated adsorption
energies for adsorption atop a C atom, and in the centre of a
ring, are �16.4 and �16.6 kJ mol�1, respectively. In a high
level (MP2 and coupled-cluster theory) study of methane ad-
sorption on arene ring systems, Smith et al. calculated the
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Table 2 Parameters for the interaction of graphitic carbon atoms
with other atomic species

Interaction s / Å e / kJ mol�1

C(graphene)-C(graphene) 3.30 0.35
C(graphene)-O(water) 3.38 0.45
C(graphene)-O(hydroxyl) 3.30 0.55
C(graphene)-O(carbonyl/amide) 3.10 0.40
C(graphene)-N(Lys/terminal) 3.40 0.70
C(graphene)-S 3.50 0.85
C(graphene)-H(water) 2.70 0.24
C(graphene)-H(polar/thiol) 3.00 0.24

adsorption energy of methane on coronene as -11.9 kJ mol�1

and estimated the adsorption energy of methane on graphene
as -14.6 kJ mol�1.66

The aryl adsorbates were also considered in detail in our
calculations. Discussion of the minimum energy configura-
tions of the aryl species is given in the section “Minimum
energy configurations of the aryl species” of the ESI†. The
adsorption energies of the six different configurations of ben-
zene, toluene and phenol are given in Table S4. Rajesh et al.
calculated the binding energies for imidiazole, benzene, phe-
nol and indole on graphene using a standard GGA functional
as -20.3, -24.1, -29.9 and -40.5 kJ mol�1, respectively.28 The
weak adsorption energies relative to the findings of the present
study are due to the known limitations of the GGA functional
but the trend is the same.

Derivation of GRAPPA parameters

Full details of the parametrisation of the GRAPPA FF are
given in the ESI† section “Development of the GRAPPA
force-field”. The adsorption energies and separation distances
of the different molecules on the graphene surface determined
using GRAPPA are shown in Tables 1 and S1. The final val-
ues of the parameters for the the interaction of the graphene
carbon atoms with the other atomic species are summarised in
Table 2.

Graphene/CNT-aqueous interface

Previous MD studies investigating aqueous biomolecule–
inorganic interfaces22,24,33,71,73,74 indicate that the structuring
of water at inorganic interfaces can play an vital role in deter-
mining biomolecule binding behaviours. Therefore it is essen-
tial that GRAPPA reproduce both the spatial and orientational
distributions of water molecules at the interface.

The water density, hydrogen-bonding and orientational pro-
files of the graphene-aqueous interface, determined from sim-
ulations using both GRAPPA and AMEOBAPRO are shown
in Figure 1. The results for the three system setups simulated
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Fig. 1 Simulation data using GRAPPA (a, c and e) and
AMOEBAPRO (b, d and f) of the graphene-water interface showing
density profiles (a, b), number density hydrogen-bonding profiles (c,
d) , and orientational profiles (e, f).

with the GRAPPA FF are almost identical; therefore, only the
results for System 1 are shown. Our results can be compared
against first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simula-
tions,76–78 and the simulations of the SWM4-DP water model
on a polarisable graphene FF.39 Overall, GRAPPA captures of
the main features of the graphene-aqueous interface; the posi-
tion of the first and second peaks in the oxygen, and the hydro-
gen density profiles, agree well with both the AMEOBAPRO
results and the FPMD simulations. Unlike the FPMD simula-
tions, neither of the FFs used in this study supported a small
shoulder to the hydrogen density profile at a separation dis-
tance of less than 2.5 Å, although both FFs featured a non-zero
H density at this distance. The H-bond profiles also agree well
with the FPMD simulations, showing a peak in the H-bond
donor profile at the graphene surface. In the simulations of
the interface performed using AMEOBAPRO there is an in-
creased propensity for water molecules very close to the sur-
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face to be oriented with the oxygen atom pointing down, but
the position of the peaks and the general shape of the orienta-
tion profiles of the two FFs also agree well.

The probability distribution of the angle between the O-H
bond vector and the normal of the graphene plane calculated
for the water molecules in the first water layer (r  5.0 Å) is
shown in Figure S6. In summary the two FFs agree very well
with each other and are in general agreement with the FPMD
simulations. A more detailed discussion is given the the ESI†
section “O-H bond vector probability distribution function”.

The FPMD simulations of Cicero et al.76 identified that
the oxygen atoms of the water molecules in the first layer
were found to be preferentially distributed above the centre
of the rings while the deuterium atoms (the simulation was
performed using D2O) were preferentially distributed above
the C-C bonds. The 2D density maps of oxygen atoms in
first layer of water molecules in the GRAPPA simulations are
shown in Figure S7(a) in the ESI†. In agreement with the
FPMD simulations the oxygen atoms have a preference for the
centre of the ring, however, the density map of the hydrogen
atoms (Figure S7(b)) was effectively isotropic.

The mass density profiles and the hydrogen bonding pro-
files of the water molecules inside the carbon nanotubes are
shown in Figure S8. There is good agreement between the
AMEOBAPRO and GRAPPA FFs. Both FFs reproduce the
main features of the density profiles reported in the FPMD
study.76 However, there were few differences; for the (14⇥0)
CNT, Cicero et al. found the water density at the centre of the
nantoube to be close to zero, while in the case of the (19⇥0)
CNT, the height of the central peak was found to be approxi-
mately equal to those at the edge of the CNT. In all three sets
of simulations (FPMD, AMEOBAPRO and GRAPPA) the hy-
drogen atoms are closer to the surface of the nanotube than
the oxygen atoms. In addition, the FFs reproduces the peak
in H-bond donors at the surfaces of both CNTs, and GRAPPA
also reproduces the peak in total H-bonds at the surface of the
(19⇥0) CNT. The 2D density maps of the oxygen and hydro-
gen atoms are shown in Figure S9 in the ESI†. These confirm
that for the (14⇥0) CNT the density of water molecules at the
centre of the CNT is zero, while in the case of the (19⇥0) CNT
water molecules are present at the centre of the CNT.

We also used this system to make comparisons in the sim-
ulation timings between the AMOEBAPRO FF, the GRAPPA
FF, and the unpolarised version of this FF (where we have
removed the dipoles), denoted here as C22*. Full details of
our timing runs are provided in the ESI† section “(14x10)
CNT Simulation Timing Data”. We found AMOEBAPRO
was ⇠1.5 orders of magnitude slower than GRAPPA. In stark
contrast with this huge disparity in computation times between
AMOEBAPRO and GRAPPA, only a relatively modest factor
of 2 speed-up was seen for the unpolarised C22* compared
with GRAPPA. GRAPPA, which appears to deliver results
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Fig. 2 The free energies of adsorption for the eight amino acids
considered.

comparable with AMOEBAPRO, therefore represents a rea-
sonable and economically viable approach to describing the
polarisable graphitic aqueous bio-interface in large-scale sim-
ulations.

Amino acid Adsorption

The free energies of adsorption of the AAs at the aqueous
graphene interface calculated from the meta-dynamics simu-
lations are shown in Figure 2. Figure S10 shows the collective
variable sampled (the centre of mass of amino acids) as func-
tion of time for two representative systems, indicating that the
energy landscape has been sampled sufficiently along the re-
action coordinate.

The three most strongly adsorbing species were found to be
Trp, Tyr and Arg while the weakest binder was Asp. Exper-
imentally, it has been found that peptides that exhibit strong
binding affinities to graphitic systems tend to contain a num-
ber of aromatic residues.16 This tallies with our predicted
strong binding affinity of Trp, Tyr, and to a lesser extent, Phe.
However, it should be noted that comparing the adsorption of
single amino acid species with the adsorption data for pep-
tides only allows very indirect comparisons, which must be
interpreted with caution. The binding affinity of a peptide is
known to not merely comprise the additive sum of the binding
affinities of the constituent residues within the peptide, due
to the interplay between peptide sequence, conformation and
binding affinity.22,24 Simulations of peptides showing high
binding affinities to graphitic systems on graphene9,16,17,25,32

and/or CNTs23,29–31 interfaces also indicate the propensity of
aromatic residues to adsorb strongly to the graphitic interface.

As with comparisons with experiment, seeking compar-
isons on an equal footing against existing simulation data can
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ArgAla

Asp

HisA Phe

Gly

Trp Tyr

Fig. 3 Snapshots of representative configurations of the adsorbed
amino acids from the meta-dynamics simulations. Water not shown
for clarity.

also be fraught with challenges. Calculated binding enthalpies
at aqueous graphene interfaces have been reported for both
AAs25 and residues (in host-guest tri-peptide sequences); no
analogous calculated binding free-energies have been reported
to date.26 In comparing our findings against these previous
works, we note that recent studies have shown that, in some
instances (but not all), calculated binding enthalpies on polar-
isable gold surfaces may differ substantially from their bind-
ing free-energy counterparts (even to the point where bind-
ing enthalpies can be unfavourable, while the free-energy can
show the opposite behaviour).22,100 As a second complicat-

ing factor, neither of these previous studies has employed the
same structural model as we have here; we used capped AAs,
whilst Pandey et al. used zwitterionic AAs, and Camden et al.
used G-X-G tripeptides in their zwitterionic form. These two
caveats, coupled with the fact that each has used a different FF
in their simulations, make a detailed, quantitative, and critical
evaluation of our findings against those from these past studies
impractical.

However, some comments on the chief similarities and dif-
ferences are warranted. Pandey et al. used the AMBER
ff99SB FF, and reported the relative binding enthalpy rank-
ing Trp > Tyr > Arg > Phe > HisA > Lys as the strongest
binders, and Gly < Ala < Ser as the weakest binders.25

This ordering of the aromatic species as among the strongest
binders broadly tallies with the results of simulations of pep-
tides adsorbing on the surface of graphene/CNTs. Camden
et al., using the TEAM FF, reported calculated binding en-
thalpies for the glycine-residue-extrapolated DHads for the
other amino acids.26 In this study the order of the five residues
with the largest DHads was found to be Arg > Gln > Asn >
Lys > Gly. Thus, while both these previous studies agree on
the strong binding affinity of Arg, they differ considerably in
other respects. Camden et al. reported much weaker bind-
ing affinities for the aromatic residues (Phe was among the
five weakest binders) than Pandey et al. reported for the cor-
responding AAs, while reporting stronger adsorption of the
uncharged polar residues, especially those containing amide
groups (Gln and Asn).

In particular, the contrast between the adsorption strength
of Gly and Ala amongst these two studies and our work pre-
sented here deserves more detailed comment. While Pandey
et al. reported a ranking in binding enthalpy strength such
that Ala > Gly, the opposite was reported for the binding en-
thalpy strength by Camden et al. Our binding free energy
trends agree with the trend from Camden et al. However,
given the apparent discrepancies that can arise between bind-
ing enthalpies and free-energies, and the difference in struc-
tural models used in all three of these works, we cannot draw
any firm conclusions at this time. Nevertheless, we recog-
nise that a trend where the graphene binding strength of Gly is
greater than Ala may be, at first sight, counter-intuitive. Cer-
tainly, this would be an unexpected and puzzling result if it
were found for the gas phase. However, at the aqueous in-
terface, the participation of liquid water and the correspond-
ing (and possibly very subtle) contributions to the binding en-
thalpy and entropy contributions to the binding free energy,
arising from the solvent, are more complex.

Moreover, we propose the amide group should have a strong
affinity for graphene. This is physically reasonable; it has
been determined via our first-principles calculations, such that
the GRAPPA FF has implicitly captured the favourable over-
lap between the partially-delocalised p electron cloud on the
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amide group and the delocalised p electron cloud above the
graphene surface. We suggest this attraction between the
amide and the graphene plays a critical role in the free-energy
binding trend between Ala and Gly. Specifically, we found
that the amide backbone preferred direct contact with the
graphene when adsorbed at the aqueous interface. For Gly, the
lack of side-chain atoms (aside from H) ensured that this AA
could make very close contact at the aqueous interface. For
Ala, we suggest a more subtle competition was taking place,
involving the hydrophobic meythl side-chain in Ala. Further
analysis of our Ala simulations revealed the distribution of the
distance from the methyl carbon to the graphene surface, for
instances when the amide backbone was in direct contact with
the surface, as shown in the ESI† Figure S11, alongside the
interfacial water density, provided for reference. These data
show that while a majority of these configurations could po-
sition the methyl group in the region of low-density solvent
between the first and second layers of interfacial water (which
should be a favourable arrangement), the remaining (⇠25%)
of these configurations exposed the hydrophobic methyl group
to a region high water density. We propose this arrangement
will be relatively unfavourable, accounting for (in part) the
more favourable free energy of adsorption of Gly with respect
to Ala.

Snapshots showing representative configurations of the
AAs adsorbed at the aqueous graphene interface are pro-
vided in Figure 3. The three most strongly adsorbing species,
Trp, Tyr and Arg, all primarily, though not solely, adsorbed
onto the graphene via their side chains, with the guanidinium
group/aromatic-ring lying flat on the surface. In contrast, the
aromatic rings of Phe and HisA were often (though not al-
ways) tilted rather than lying flat on the surface, with the
amide backbone of these AAs maximising their interaction
with the graphene interface. As already mentioned, Gly and
Ala adsorbed primarily through the amide backbone, which
lay parallel to the graphene surface. Asp adsorbed through
both the backbone and side-chain and was tilted slightly with
respect to the surface.

Figure S12 in the ESI† shows the probability distribution
of the angle between the plane of the aromatic ring and the
graphene surface when the centre of mass of the AAs were
within 9 Å of the graphene surface. It is clear that the rings
of Trp and Tyr were alligned more parallel to the graphene
surface than Phe and HisA. A similar finding was reported for
the aromatic residues within peptides adsorbed onto a CNT,
from simulations using AMOEBAPRO.29 Considering this re-
sult in conjunction with the relatively strong binding affinity of
Gly, we advance the hypothesis that the tilted configurations
of Phe and HisA were due to the relatively weaker adsorption
strength of the benzene/imidazole group, giving rise to com-
petition between the aromatic side chain and the amide back-
bone. In contrast, in the case of Trp and Tyr (and Arg), the

interaction of the side-chain with the graphene surface is sug-
gested to be stronger than that of the amide, and consequently
this led to the AAs being adsorbed with their side chain lying
flat on the surface.

Conclusions

In partnership with experiment, molecular simulation can play
a valuable role in enhancing our understanding of how to ma-
nipulate the aqueous graphitic bio-interface at the molecular
level. Progress in this area has been hindered by the lack
of a graphene/water/biomolecule force-field that (1) incorpo-
rates polarisation effects, (2) is sufficiently computationally
inexpensive to facilitate large, long timescale simulations, and
(3) is compatible with a widely-used biomolecule FF. Here,
we have developed such a polarisable FF, GRAPPA. In sim-
ulations of the graphitic-water interface, GRAPPA largely
reproduced results of the high quality, but more expensive
AMEOBAPRO and FPMD simulations. Free energies of
adsorption were calculated for the aqueous graphene inter-
face, for eight representative amino acids. All eight species
showed moderate binding affinities, with Arg, Trp and Tyr
showing the strongest binding, primarily via their side chains.
Our meta-dyanmics simulations also revealed the strong bind-
ing affinity of amide groups at the interface. As an eco-
nomical, polarisable bio-compatible interfacial force-field that
can be readily implemented in mainstream molecular sim-
ulation software packages, GRAPPA will aid advances in
the biomolecule-mediated manipulation and self-assembly of
graphene in aqueous solutions.
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